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1. Introduction
Consider an undirected, finite, simple graph G = (V (G), E(G)) and the problem of finding a partition of V (G) into
nonempty subsets satisfying constraints internal or external. An internal constraint refers to constraints within the parts as
to be a clique, or an independent set. An external constraint refers to constraints between different parts as to be completely
adjacent or nonadjacent to other parts. The skew partition problemwas defined [4] as finding a partition of the vertex set
of a given graph into four nonempty parts A, B, C , D such that there are all possible edges between A and B, and no edges
between C and D. It has a key role in the proof of the strong perfect graph theorem [5], and it admits a polynomial-time
algorithm [12]. The skew partition problem has only external constraints, variations with additional internal constraints
or larger number of parts have been considered [7,9].
Given a graph G and a positive integer k, consider the problem of partitioning [10] the vertex set into at most k parts
A1, A2, . . . , Ak, subject to constraints specified by a symmetric k × k matrix M over {0, 1, ∗} such that for i 6= j, if entry
mi,j = 0 (resp., 1, ∗) then we require ‘no edges’ (resp., ‘all edges’, ‘no constraint’) between a vertex placed in part Ai and
a vertex placed in part Aj; if entry mi,i = 0 (resp., 1, ∗) then we require Ai to induce a stable set (resp., clique, arbitrary
subgraph). AnM-partition of graph G is a partition of its vertex set into at most k parts so that all the constraints specified by
M are respected. TheM-partition problem asks: ‘‘Given a graph G, does G admit anM-partition?’’. In the listM-partition
problem, we are given a graph G, and each vertex v of G has a nonempty list L(v) ⊆ {A1, A2, . . . , Ak}. The problem asks:
‘‘Does G admit an M-partition in which each vertex v of G is assigned to a part in L(v)?’’. In particular, we note that if, for
all v,L(v) = {A1, A2, . . . , Ak}, then we have theM-partition problem.
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Every listM-partition problemwithM of dimension at most 4 was classified by the quasi-dichotomy as either solvable
in quasi-polynomial time or NP-complete and every listM-partition problemwithM of dimension atmost 3was classified
as either solvable in polynomial time or NP-complete [10]. Recently, every listM-partition problemwithM of dimension 4
was classified as either solvable in polynomial time or NP-complete [2], with the single exception of the stubborn problem
and its complement. The H-partition problem considers [8] a 4 × 4 matrix M with only *s (no constraint) in its main
diagonal, it does not impose internal constraints, and requires the four parts of the partition to be nonempty. The skew
partition problem is an H-partition problem.
Graph sandwich problems [14] are generalized recognition problems arising from applications in computational biology.
Say that a graph G1 = (V , E1) is a spanning subgraph of G2 = (V , E2) if E1 ⊆ E2; and that a graph G = (V , E) is a sandwich
graph for the pair G1, G2 if E1 ⊆ E ⊆ E2. For notational simplicity in the sequel, we let E3 be the set of all edges in the
complete graph with vertex set V which are not in E2. Thus every sandwich graph for the pair G1, G2 satisfies E1 ⊆ E and
E ∩ E3 = ∅. We call E1 the forced edge set, E2 \ E1 the optional edge set, E3 the forbidden edge set. The graph sandwich
problem for property Π asks, given a vertex set V , a forced edge set E1, and a forbidden edge set E3, whether there is a
graph G = (V , E) such that E1 ⊆ E and E ∩ E3 = ∅ that satisfies property Π . We shall use both forms (V , E1, E2) and
(V , E1, E3) to refer to an instance of a graph sandwich problem.
Graph sandwich problems for propertiesΠ related to decompositions arising in perfect graph theory have been consid-
ered: homogeneous set [3], join composition [11], (k, l) graphs [6], clique and star cutsets [16]. Note that homogeneous set,
(2, 1) graph, and clique cutset are three dimensional M-partition problems, with the additional constraint that the three
parts of the partition are required to be nonempty.
All graph recognition problems corresponding to three dimension M-partition problems, with the additional
constraint that the parts of the partition are required to be nonempty, have been classified into polynomial time or NP-
complete [10]: only stable cutset and3-coloring areNP-complete. In this paper,we consider allgraph sandwich problems
corresponding to three dimensional M-partition problems, with the additional constraint that the parts of the partition
are required to be nonempty. We completely solve the polynomial dichotomy for this class of problems, by classifying each
problem into polynomial time or NP-complete. For each possible constraint 3 × 3 symmetric matrix M over {0, 1, ∗} the
corresponding decision problems is:
Three nonempty partM-partition sandwich problem (3NPMSP)
Instance: Vertex set V , forced edge set E1, forbidden edge set E3.
Question: Is there a graph G = (V , E) such that E1 ⊆ E and E ∩ E3 = ∅ that admits a three nonempty partM-partition?
2. Listing the 61 interesting constraint 3× 3 matrices
Please refer to Fig. 1, where we have numbered the interesting constraint 3 × 3 matrices Mx, x = 1, . . . , 61. The
complement Mx of a matrix Mx is the matrix obtained from Mx by replacing each 1 by 0 and each 0 by 1 (the ∗ constraints
remain unchanged). Two matrices Mx, M` are isomorphic if M` represents the same partition as Mx or Mx. This means that
M` is obtained fromMx orMx by a permutation of the part names Ai.
If all entries of a matrix M are 0 or ∗, then M defines a hereditary property, and the sandwich problem is a recognition
problem, forwhich it is sufficient to testwhetherG1 admits a three nonempty partM-partition. If all entries of amatrixM are
1 or ∗, thenM defines an ancestral property, and the sandwich problem is a recognition problem, for which it is sufficient to
test whether G2 admits a three nonempty partM-partition. Since all three nonempty partM-partition recognition problems
are classified, we focus on interesting matrices containing at least one entry 0 and one entry 1.
Fig. 1 depicts all, up to isomorphisms, 61 interesting 3 × 3 matrices Mx, each matrix defines its corresponding decision
sandwich problem3NPMxSP. The 61matrices are sorted by increasing number of internal constraints, and then by increasing
number of external constraints. In case the matrix contains an internal constraint, we fix entrym11 = 0.
For simplicity, in case a graph G admits anMx-partition, we say graph G isMx. Additionally, we refer to the 3 parts A1, A2,
A3 when is convenient as A, B, C , respectively.
3. Tools
For some matrices Mx of Fig. 1, the corresponding 3NPMxSP has already been classified: matrix M1 corresponds to
homogeneous set sandwich problem, proved polynomial [3]; matrixM3 corresponds to clique cutset sandwich problem,
and matrix M38 corresponds to (2, 1)-graph sandwich problem, both proved NP-complete [16,6]. The remaining 58
problems are classified in the present paper by applying the seven tools defined next.
Before we present the tools, we need to make some considerations about the two part problems. One of them is the split
graphs sandwich problem, already known to be polynomial [14]. This polynomiality was proved by reducing split graphs
sandwich problem to 2-SAT problem. All remaining two part problems can be proved to be in P by a similar reduction. In
all reductions, each vertex corresponds to a variable, and the parts A, B are associated with the values true and false. The
forced edge set E1 and the forbidden edge set E3 correspond to a set of 2-SAT clauses, in such a way that different two part
problems have different forcing rules.
In the tools below, we refer several times to a two part problem (2NPMySP) as a step of the proposed polynomial
solution of a three part problem (3NPMxSP). Sometimes, the two part problem has additional restrictions in order to satisfy
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Fig. 1. All interesting 3× 3 matrices up to isomorphisms.
Fig. 2. The seven tools and their corresponding problems.
constraints of the three part problem. These restrictions force some vertices to belong to one of the two parts. This can be
enforced in the 2-SAT algorithm by setting some unitary clauses.
For the benefit of the reader, in Fig. 2, we have a reference table where we classify the proposed solutions according to
seven tools. In the sequel, we follow the order of the tools according to the reference table. Fig. 3 displays the matrices in
groups according to the tool employed to classify them. In addition, for convenience, some matricesMx are replaced by the
complementMx.
Tool 1 (Two Part Reducible). Matrix Mx, x ∈ {6, 30, 40, 54, 56, 58}, has two equal lines, which implies that 3NPMxSP is
reduced to a polynomial number of two part problems, each one polynomially reducible to 2-SAT. The polynomial number
of two part problems arises in order to avoid a degenerated solution of 2-SAT problem, where the reduced part contains
only one element. Since we need to split the reduced part into two nonempty parts, this degenerated solution cannot be
used to construct a corresponding three part solution. Thus the proposed polynomial algorithm solvesO(n2) 2-SAT problems
obtained by previously placing vertices v andw into reduced part, for each pair v,w ∈ V .
Tool 2 (Stable Cutset and 3-Coloring). Let MS and MC be, respectively, the 3 × 3 matrices of the only NP-complete three
nonempty part recognition problems: stable cutset and 3-coloring (please refer to Fig. 4). Matrix Mx or Mx, x ∈ T2 =
{7, 12, 16, 23, 28, 36, 39, 41, 45, 48, 55, 59}, is obtained from amatrix isomorphic toMS orMC by changing some entries ∗
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Fig. 3. Matrices classified by tool.
Fig. 4. Matrices for Stable cutset problem and 3-coloring problem.
to 1. If x ∈ T2, then a polynomial reduction shows 3NPMxSP isNP-complete. IfG is an instance of stable cutset or 3-coloring,
then (V , E1, E3) such that E1 = E and E3 = ∅ is the required instance for 3NPMxSP.
Tool 3 (Universal Vertex).MatrixMx orMx, x ∈ {9, 22, 29, 34, 35, 46, 52, 53, 57, 61}, contains a line iwith all entries equal
to 1. We call part Ai the universal part. If 3NPMxSP has a solution, then every vertex placed in part Ai is an universal vertex
in G2. So, end vertices of edges in E3 cannot be placed in Ai and must be placed in the two remaining parts.
We refer to matrix My obtained from Mx by removing column i and line i corresponding to universal part Ai. Matrix My
represents a two nonempty partMy-partition sandwich problem (2NPMySP).
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Algorithm 1 proceeds by placing all universal vertices in Ai, and by solving the corresponding (2NPMySP).
Algorithm 1 (Universal Vertex Mx-Partition Algorithm).
Input: (V , E1, E2)
Output: YES or NO
1: U⇐ {u ∈ V |u is an universal vertex in G2}
2: P ⇐ V \U
3: ifU = ∅ then
4: return NO
5: else if |U| ≤ |V | − 2 then
6: if 2NPMySP((P, E1(P), E2(P))) = YES then
7: return YES
8: else
9: ifU > 1 then
10: for all u ∈ U do
11: if 2NPMySP((P ∪ {u}, E1(P ∪ {u}), E2(P ∪ {u}))) = YES then
12: return YES
13: return NO
14: else
15: for all u, v ∈ U do
16: if 2NPMySP(({u, v}, E1({u, v}), E2({u, v}))) = YES then
17: return YES
18: return NO
Theorem 1 shows that, given a sandwich instance, Algorithm 1 correctly decides whether it admits anMx-partition.
Theorem 1. Algorithm 1 correctly decides whether (V , E1, E2) admits a sandwich graph G which is Mx, x ∈ {9, 22, 29, 34, 35,
46, 52, 53, 57, 61}.
Proof. First, we show that whenever Algorithm 1 returns YES, there exists a sandwich graph G that admits anMx-partition.
If Algorithm 1 returns YES at line 7, then the set of non-universal vertices P admits anMy-partition (Aj, Ak). We set Ai = U.
If Algorithm 1 returns YES at line 12, then the set of non-universal vertices P does not admit anyMy-partition. However,
there exists an universal vertex u, such that P ∪ {u} admits an My-partition (Aj, Ak), i.e., P is entirely contained in one part
and u is the unique vertex in the other part. We set Ai = U \ {u}.
Finally, if Algorithm 1 returns YES at line 17, then all vertices are universal, it means that G2 is a clique. In this case,
Algorithm 1 finds two vertices u and v that admit an My-partition (Aj, Ak), where Aj = {u} and Ak = {v}. We set Ai =
U \ {u, v}.
We construct the sandwich graph G by adding to G1 the necessary optional edges in order to satisfy the internal and
external full constraints of Ai, Aj and Ak determined byMx.
On the other hand, suppose that Algorithm 1 stops with answer NO and there exists a sandwich graph G admitting an
Mx-partition (Ai, Aj, Ak), where Ai is the universal part and Aj ∪ Ak admits an My-partition. By definition of universal part,
each vertex placed in Ai is an universal vertex in G2, so Algorithm 1 does not return NO at line 4. LetU be the set of universal
vertices of G2.
If (Aj ∪ Ak) ∩U = ∅, then Algorithm 1 returns YES at line 7.
If 2 ≤ |(Aj ∪ Ak) ∩ U| < |V |, the we distinguish two cases. In the first case, (Aj ∪ Ak) \ U admits an My-partition
and then Algorithm 1 returns YES at line 7. In the second case, (Aj ∪ Ak) \ U does not admit an My-partition. So, all non-
universal vertices of Aj ∪ Ak belong either to Aj or to Ak. Without loss of generality, assume they belong to Aj. So, all vertices
of Ak are universal. We can define another Mx-partition Q ′ = {A′i, A′j, A′k}, where A′j = Aj \ U, A′k = {v}, v ∈ Ak, and
A′i = Ai ∪ (U ∩ Aj) ∪ (Ak \ {v}). Since Q ′ is also aMx-partition: A′i is composed by universal vertices, and A′j ∪ A′k admits an
My-partition; then Algorithm 1 returns YES at line 12.
If (Aj∪Ak)\U = ∅, all vertices are universal. Since Aj∪Ak admits anMy-partition, Algorithm 1 returns YES at line 17. 
Tool 4 (Disconnected Partition).MatrixMx orMx, x ∈ {2, 8, 10, 11, 13, 19, 21, 24, 26, 31, 33, 37, 50}, satisfiesmij = mik = 0
andmii 6= 0, for some i. Since part Ai has forbidden constraints to any other part, there exist no forced edges between vertices
of Ai and vertices in another part. This implies that, if 3NPMxSP has a solution, then G1 must be disconnected. We call the
part Ai the disconnected part.
Similarly to Tool 3,we refer tomatrixMy obtained fromMx by removing column i and line i corresponding to disconnected
part Ai. We solve 3NPMxSP by considering the connected components of G1 and by solving a polynomial number of two
nonempty partMy-partition sandwich problem (2NPMySP).
We divide in two cases mii = ∗ and mii = 1. Algorithm 2 presents a solution for matrix Mx with mii = ∗, i.e.,
x ∈ {2, 8, 10, 11, 13, 21, 26, 31, 33, 37}.
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Algorithm 2 (Unconstrained Disconnected Part Mx-Algorithm).
Input: (V , E1, E2)
Output: YES or NO
1: C ⇐ {C1, . . . , Cl} {set of connected components of G1}
2: if |C| = 1 then
3: return NO
4: else
5: for all C ∈ C do
6: if 2NPMySP((C, E1(C), E2(C))) = YES then
7: return YES
8: for all C1, C2 ∈ C do
9: if 2NPMySP((C1 ∪ C2,G1(C1 ∪ C2),G2(C1 ∪ C2))) = YES then
10: return YES
11: return NO
Theorem 2. Algorithm 2 correctly tests for the existence of a sandwich graph G such that G is Mx, x ∈ {2, 8, 10, 11, 13, 21, 26,
31, 33, 37}.
Proof. First we show that, whenever Algorithm 2 returns YES, there exists a sandwich graph G which is Mx. Algorithm 2
can return YES at lines 7 and 10. Thus, there exists a connected component C (resp. connected components C1 and C2) of G1
admitting anMy-partition (Aj, Ak). The required sandwich graph GwithMx-partition (Ai, Aj, Ak) is given by the disconnected
part Ai = C \ C (resp. Ai = C \ (C1 ∪ C2)), and by adding all optional edges in order to satisfy the internal and external full
constraints of theMy-partition.
We observe that, in case Ai = C \ (C1 ∪ C2), we can always assume that either Aj = C1 and Ak = C2, or Aj = C2 and
Ak = C1. Otherwise, it would imply that Algorithm 2 returns YES at line 7.
Second, suppose that there exists a sandwich graph G which is Mx, and Algorithm 2 returns NO. Let (Q1,Q2,Q3) be the
Mx-partition of Gwith disconnected part Q1. By definition ofMx-partition, G1 has more than one connected component. So,
Algorithm 2 does not return NO at line 3.
Let C1, . . . , Ck, k ≥ 1 be the set of connected components of G1. Since Q2 and Q3 are nonempty sets, for 1 ≤ i ≤ k, one
of this cases occurs: Ci ⊆ Q2 ∪ Q3, Ci ⊆ Q2, or Ci ⊆ Q3. This implies that the algorithm returns YES either at line 7 or at line
10. 
A different approach is employed when mii = 1. In this case, the disconnected part Ai must induce a clique in G2.
Theorem 3 presents a characterization forM19 andM24, and Theorem 4 present a characterization forM50.
Theorem 3. Given a sandwich instance (V , E1, E2), there exists a sandwich graph G admitting an Mx-partition, x ∈ {19, 24} if,
and only if, G1 is disconnected and there exists a connected component C of G1, such that C induces a clique in G2 and |V \C | ≥ 2.
Proof. Suppose there exists a sandwich graph admitting an Mx-partition (Ai, Aj, Ak). By definition of Mx, the disconnected
part Ai induces a clique in G2, andmust be formed by at least one connected component of G1. Since, Aj and Ak are nonempty
sets, |V \ C | ≥ 2.
On the other hand, suppose there exists a connected component C ofG1, such that C induces a clique inG2 and |V \C | ≥ 2.
We construct the required sandwich graph GwithMx-partition (Ai, Aj, Ak) as follows. First, we set disconnected part Ai = C .
Let Aj be such thatmjj = ∗, j 6= i, and let v ∈ V \ C . Since there is no external constraint between parts Aj and Ak, and there
is no internal constraint in part Aj, we set parts Ak = v and Aj = V \ ({v} ∪ C). Finally, we add all optional edges between
vertices of C in order to satisfy the inner constraint that Ai is a clique. 
Theorem 4. Given a sandwich instance (V , E1, E2), there exists a sandwich graph Gwhich isM50 if, and only if, G1 is disconnected
and at least one of the following properties holds:
• Each non-unitary connected component C in G1 induces a bipartite graph in G1, and at least one induces a clique in G2;
• the union of all non-unitary connected components C, such that C does not induce a bipartite graph in G1, induces a clique in
G2; at least one connected component induces a bipartite graph in G1;
• no non-unitary connected component induces a bipartite graph in G1, and their union induces a clique in G2; there exists at
least two unitary connected components in G1.
Proof. First, suppose there exists a sandwich graph admitting anM50-partition (Ai, Aj, Ak), with disconnectedpartAi. Clearly,
G1 is disconnected and Ai induces a clique in G2. If Ai induces a bipartite graph in G1, then the first property holds. If Ai does
not induce a bipartite graph in G1, we distinguish two cases: in the first case, if Aj ∪ Ak does not induce an independent set
in G1, then the second property holds; otherwise, the third property holds.
On the other hand, suppose at least one of the properties holds. Considering graph G1: let C be the set of non-unitary
connected components C such that C induces a bipartite graph with partition (B1, B2); let R be the set of non-unitary
connected components R such that R does not induce a bipartite graph; and letU be set of unitary connected components.
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Suppose the first property holds. So, R = ∅ and there exists a non-unitary connected component C ′ ∈ C that induces
a clique in G2. If |C| = 1, since G1 is disconnected, |U| ≥ 1. We set the disconnected part Ai = U ′ ∈ U, parts Aj = B1 and
Ak =⋃U∈U\U ′ U ∪ B2. If |C| > 1, we set Ai = C ′, Aj = B1 \ C ′, and Ak =⋃U∈U U ∪ (B2 \ C ′).
Now, suppose the second property holds. So,
⋃
R∈R R induces a clique in G2. We set disconnected part Ai =
⋃
R∈R R,
Aj = B1, and Ak =⋃U∈U U ∪ B2.
Finally, suppose the third property holds. So, C = ∅,⋃R∈R R induces a clique in G2 andU ≥ 2. We set the disconnected
part Ai =⋃R∈R R, Aj = U ′ ∈ U , and Ak =⋃U∈U\U ′ U .
In this three cases, Ai induces a clique in G2, Aj ∪ Ak induces a bipartite graph in G1 and we construct the sandwich graph
G by adding all optional edges between vertices of Ai in order to satisfy the inner constraint that Ai is a clique. 
Tool 5 (Homogeneous Set). Mx, x ∈ {4, 5, 27}, is obtained fromM1 by the addition of a constraint that allows a polynomial
solution by modifying the algorithm presented in [3]. For some i, mij = 1 and mik = 0. We solve 3NPMxSP by applying a
modified version of the homogeneous set sandwich algorithm presented by Cerioli et al. [3].
Matrix M1 represents the homogeneous set sandwich problem. We note that not all matrices obtained from M1 have a
polynomial solution, for example,M7 is NP-complete.
Cerioli et al. [3] presents an algorithm for solving 3NPM1SP. In this algorithm, the parts A, B and C , from our notation, are
denoted byH ,N andA, whereH is the homogeneous set,N is the part with forbidden constraint toH , andA is the part
with forced constraint ofH .
We first show modified versions of this algorithm to solve respectively problems for matricesM4 andM5.
In 3NPM4SP, the homogeneous setH is a independent set. The part correspondence isH = A,A = C andN = B. In this
case, the algorithm must begin with two nonadjacent vertices. If the algorithm finds an homogeneous set, it verifies if this
homogeneous set is an independent set.
In 3NPM5SP, the partN with forbidden constraint to thehomogeneous set is an independent set. Thepart correspondence
isH = B,A = C andN = A. Along the algorithm, all pairs of vertices u, v, such that u, v ∈ N and uv is a forced edge, must
belong toH .
Next, we present an algorithm for 3NPM27SP with another approach. In 3NPM27SP, the partN with forbidden constraint
to the homogeneous set is an independent set and the part A with forced constraint to the homogeneous set is a clique.
For this problem, we assume the part correspondence as follows:H = C , A = B and N = A. Note that if there exist two
distinct vertices a, b, such that, a is an isolated vertex of G1 and b is an universal vertex of G2, then the problem has a trivial
solution where A = {a}, B = {b}, C = V \ {a, b}. Algorithm 3 solves 3NPM27SP, when there exists no universal vertex of G2.
Similar algorithm can be obtained for the case when there exists no isolated vertex of G1. Denote N1(A) = {v ∈ V : ∃a ∈ A
with va ∈ E1}. Denote N3(B) = {v ∈ V : ∃b ∈ Bwith vb ∈ E3}.
Algorithm 3 (3NPM27SP Algorithm).
Input: (V , E1, E2)
1: for all v ∈ V do
2: P ⇐ ∅
3: B⇐ {v}
4: while P 6= B do
5: P ⇐ B
6: A⇐ N3(B) ∪ A
7: if A is not independent set then
8: loop for
9: B⇐ N1(A) ∪ B
10: if B is not clique then
11: loop for
12: if A ∪ B 6= V then
13: C ⇐ V \ A ∪ B
14: return YES
15: return NO
Theorem 5. Given a sandwich instance I = (V , E1, E2), Algorithm 3 correctly decides whether a given sandwich input (V , E1,
E2) admits a sandwich graph G and a partitionQ such that Q is an M27-partition of G.
Proof. First, we need to show that if Algorithm 3 returns YES, there exists a sandwich graph G admitting an M27-partition
Q. In the loop at line 4, the sets A and B are augmented, in such a way that each vertex a ∈ A has its forced neighbors in B,
and each vertex b ∈ B has its forbidden neighbors in A. The loop ends when A is not an independent set, B is not a clique,
or those sets stop growing. So, we set C = V \ (A ∪ B), if C 6= ∅, then Algorithm 3 return YES at line 14. In this case, there
exists no forbidden edge between vertices of C and B and there exists no forced edge between vertices of C and A. Note that
C is an homogeneous set, A induces an independent set in G1 and B induces a clique in G2. This describes anM27-partition.
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Fig. 5. Diagrams of tool 3-SAT problems.
Conversely, we need to show that, if there exists a sandwich graph G admitting an M27-partition Q, then Algorithm 3
returns YES. Suppose there exists a sandwich graph G and an M27-partition Q = (A′, B′, C ′), where C ′ is the homogeneous
set, A′ is the independent set, and B′ is the clique.
Let K be the set of isolated vertices of G1, and K ′ = K ∩ B′. Define the partitionQ′ = (A′, B′′, C ′′), such that B′′ = B′ \ K ′,
and C ′′ = C ′ ∪ K ′. Note thatQ′ is also anM27-partition. Note also that all forbidden neighbors of each vertex of B′′ belong to
A′, and all forced neighbors of each vertex of A′ belong to B′′. Recall that there exists no universal vertex of G2, so all vertices
of B′′ have some forbidden neighbor in A′.
Let b ∈ B′′. If we define b = v, in line 1 of the algorithm, we have, that, by the notes above, in each loop of lines 5–11, the
set A ⊆ A′ and B ⊆ B′′, thus A∪ B ⊂ V and the test of line 12 is always valid. The set C = V \ (A∪ B) = C ′ and the algorithm
returns YES at line 14. 
Tool 6 (Singleton Part). Mx, x ∈ {15, 17, 18, 25, 32, 44, 47}, is a matrix such that if 3NPMxSP has a solution, then it has a
solution with a singleton part Ai. The part Ai is respectively for each of the seven selected problems: A, A, A, B, A, C , B. For each
v ∈ V , we set Ai = {v} and obtain a 2-SAT problem on V \ {v}with constraints given by the two remaining parts. Thus the
proposed polynomial algorithm solves n 2-SAT problems obtained by setting Ai = {v}, for each v ∈ V .
Tool 7 (3-SAT). All matrices Mx, x ∈ {14, 20, 42, 43, 49, 51, 60}, have an NP-completeness reduction from 1-in-3 3-SAT
(without negative literals) [13]. This decision problem is defined as follows.
1-in-3 3-SAT (without negative literals)
Instance: Set X = {x1, . . . , xn} of variables, collection C = {c1, . . . , cm} of clauses over X such that each clause c ∈ C has
|c| = 3 variables.
Question: Is there a truth assignment for X such that each clause in C has exactly one true variable?
Given an instance of 1-in-3 3-SAT, its intersection graph has a vertex for each clause and two clauses ci, cj are adjacent
if ci ∩ cj 6= ∅. In the following proofs, we assume that the intersection graphs of the clauses are connected. This additional
constraint to the clause set does not interfere in the nature of the problem.
We depict in Fig. 5 the seven problems solved by Tool 7 (3-SAT).We prove that all those seven problems are NP-complete
by reducing the NP-complete problem 1-in-3 3-SAT (without negative literals) to them.
The seven proofs of NP-completeness follow from a series of theorems, lemmas and corollaries. For the benefit of the
reader, we explicit give the order of the statements: 3NPM42SP is proved by Theorem 6, Lemmas 7 and 8; 3NPM51SP and
3NPM60SP are obtained as Corollaries 9 and 10; 3NPM43SP is proved by Theorem 11; 3NPM49SP is obtained as Corollary 12;
3NPM14SP is proved by Theorem 13, Lemmas 14 and 15; and finally 3NPM20SP is proved by Theorem 16.
Theorem 6. 3NPM42SP is NP-complete.
Proof. In order to reduce 1-in-3 3-SAT to 3NPM42SPweneed to construct in polynomial time aparticular instance (V , E1, E3)
of 3NPM42SP from a generic instance (X, C) of 1-in-3 3-SAT, such that C is 1-in-3 satisfiable if, and only if, (V , E1, E3) admits
a sandwich graph G = (V , E)which isM42.
First we describe the construction of a particular instance (V , E1, E3) of 3NPM42SP; second we prove in Lemma 7 that
every 1-in-3 satisfying truth assignment for (X, C) defines a graphG = (V , E)which isM42 satisfying E1 ⊆ E and E∩E3 = ∅;
third we prove in Lemma 8 that every G = (V , E) satisfying E1 ⊆ E and E ∩ E3 = ∅ and such that G isM42 defines a 1-in-3
satisfying truth assignment for (X, C). These steps are explained in detail below. 
The vertex set V contains: base vertices bk, k = 1, . . . , 7; for each variable xi, i = 1, . . . , n, there exists a variable vertex
xi; for each clause qj = (lj1, lj2, lj3), j = 1, . . . , n, there exist the clause vertices qj1, qj2, qj3, qj4.
The forced edge set E1 contains: edges between base vertices b1b3, b1b4, b2b3, b2b4, b3b5, b3b6, b4b6, b4b7, b5b6, b5b7, b6b7;
edges between clause vertices qj1q
j
2, q
j
2q
j
3, q
j
3q
j
4, q
j
4q
j
1; edges between base vertices and variable vertices xib6; edges between
clause vertices and variable vertices, for each clause qj = (lj1, lj2, lj3): if lj1 = xi, then x1qj1, x1qj3 are forced edges; if lj2 = xi,
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Fig. 6. Base and clause gadgets for 3NPM42SP.
Fig. 7. Instance (V , E1, E3) obtained from satisfiable instance of 3-SAT: I = (X, C) = ({x1, x2, x3, x4, x5}, {(x1, x2, x3), (x2, x3, x4), (x4, x5, x1)}) for
3NPM42SP.
then xiq
j
2 is a forced edge; if l
j
3 = xi, then xiqj4 is a forced edge; if xi = lj2 and xk = lj3, then xixk is a forced edge between
variable vertices.
The forbidden edge set E3 contains: edges between base vertices b1b2, b1b5, b1b6, b1b7, b2b5, b2b6, b2b7, b3b4, b3b7, b4b5;
edges between clause vertices qj1q
j
3, q
j
2q
j
4; edges between base vertices and clause vertices b6q
j
1, b6q
j
3.
See Fig. 6(a) and (b), where solid edges are forced E1-edges and dashed edges are forbidden E3-edges. Note that all
E2 \E1-edges are omitted. Fig. 6(a) illustrates the relationship between the base vertices. Fig. 6(b) illustrates the relationship
between the clause vertices and the variable vertices. Fig. 7 illustrates a constructed instance for clauses (x1, x2, x3),
(x2, x3, x4), (x4, x5, x1).
Lemma 7. If there exists a 1-in-3 3-SAT truth assignment, then there exists a sandwich graph G, such that G is M42.
Proof. Suppose there exists an 1-in-3 3-SAT (without negative literals) satisfying truth assignment. We place the vertices
of the constructed instances into part A, B and C as follows. The base vertices b1, b2 are placed into part A, b3, b4 into part B
and b5, b6, b7 into part C . If xi is a true variable, then place vertex xi into part B. If xi is a false variable, then place vertex xi
into part C . Let qj = (lj1, lj2, lj3) be a clause, and xi be its true variable. If xi = lj1 is true, then place the clause vertices qj1, qj3
into part A and qj2, q
j
4 into part B. If xi = lj2 is true, then place the clause vertices qj1, qj3 into part B, qj2 into part C and qj4 into
part A. If xi = lj3 is true, then place the clause vertices qj1, qj3 into part B, qj2 into part A and qj4 into part C .
Now, we need to show that parts A and B induce two independent sets in G1, part C induces a clique in G2 and that there
exists no forced edge joining parts A and C .
Note that there exist no forbidden edges and no forced edges joining different clause gadgets. Due to this, it is sufficient
to consider only the adjacencies inside a clause gadget.
Edges b1b2, q
j
1q
j
3, q
j
2q
j
4 are forbidden and there exists no forced edge between b1, b2 and a clause vertex. So, since b1, b2
already belong to A, only vertices qj1, q
j
2, q
j
3, q
j
4 can still belong to A. By the placements above, if q
j
1 ∈ A or qj3 ∈ A, their forced
clause neighbors qj2, q
j
4 belong to part B. Similarly, if q
j
2 ∈ A or qj4 ∈ A, their forced clause neighbors qj1, qj3 belong to part B.
So, there exist no forced edges between vertices of A or joining parts A and C .
Edges b3b4, q
j
1q
j
3, q
j
2q
j
4 are forbidden and there exists no forced edge between b3, b4 and a clause vertex. So, since b3, b4
already belong to B, only vertices xi, q
j
1, q
j
2, q
j
3, q
j
4 can still belong to B. By the placements above, if xi ∈ B, then its forced
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Fig. 8. M42-partition corresponding to truth assignment x2 = x5 = T .
clause neighbors qj1, q
j
2, q
j
3, q
j
4 belong to A ∪ C . If qj1 ∈ B or qj3 ∈ B, then their forced neighbors qj2, qj4, xi belong to A ∪ C .
Similarly, if qj2 ∈ B or qj4 ∈ B, then their forced neighbors qj1, qj3, xi belong to A ∪ C . So, there exist no forced edges between
vertices of B.
Since b5, b6, b7 already belong to C , only vertices xi, q
j
2, q
j
4 can still belong to C . Vertices b5, b6, b7 induce a clique in G
2.
There exists no forbidden edge between b5, b6, b7 and clause vertices q
j
2, q
j
4 or variable vertex xi. By the placements above,
variable vertex xi has no forbidden neighbor. If q
j
2 ∈ C (qj4 ∈ C), its forbidden neighbors qj4 belongs to A (respectively qj4
belongs to part C). So, there exist no forbidden edges between vertices of C .
We obtain the graph sandwich G admitting anM42-partition by adding all optional edges between vertices belonging to
part C . 
Fig. 8 shows anM42-partition for the example of Fig. 7.
Lemma 8. If there exists a sandwich graph G admitting an M42-partition, then there exists an 1-in-3 3-SAT (without negative
literals) truth assignment.
Proof. Suppose there exists a sandwich graph G = (V , E) such that G is M42. Let (A, B, C) be the M42-partition, where the
external forbidden constraint is placed between parts A and C .
We construct an 1-in-3 3-SAT truth assignment as follows: variable xi is true if, and only if, variable vertex xi ∈ B.
In order to show that this truth assignment is 1-in-3 satisfying, we need to show that for each clause exactly one of its
vertex corresponding to one of its literals belongs to B. Before this, we need to collect some information about the placement
of the base vertices and the clause vertices. Claims 1–4 presented below provide such necessary information.
Claim 1. The base vertices b1, b2 ∈ A, b3, b4 ∈ B and b5, b6, b7 ∈ C.
Proof. If b5 ∈ A, then its forced neighbors b3, b6, b7 cannot belong to A∪ C . Since b6b7 is a forced edge, b6, b7 cannot belong
to part B. Thus, b5 cannot belong to part A. Analogously, b6, b7 cannot belong to part A.
If b5 ∈ B, then its forced neighbors b3, b6, b7 cannot belong to B. Since b3b6, b6b7 are forced edges, b3, b6, b7 must belong
to C . However, b3b7 is a forbidden edge, then, b5 cannot belong to part B. Analogously, b7, b6 cannot belong to part B. Thus,
b5, b6, b7 belong to part C .
Since b5 belongs to part C , vertex b4 cannot belong to part C . Since b7 belongs to part C , vertex b3 cannot belong to part
C . Since b6 belongs to part C , vertices b3, b4 cannot belong to part A.
Thus, b3, b4 must belong to part B. This implies that vertices b1, b2 belong to part A. 
Claim 2. The clause vertices qj1 and q
j
3 belong both to A or both to B.
Proof. By Claim 1, b6 ∈ C . Since qj1b6 and qj3b6 are forbidden edges, the clause vertices qj1, qj3 cannot belong to part C .
Without loss of generality, suppose qj1 ∈ A and qj3 ∈ B. This implies that qj2, qj4 cannot belong to A∪B, due to forced edges
qj1q
j
2, q
j
1q
j
4, q
j
3q
j
1 and q
j
3q
j
4. We obtain the same result if q
j
1 ∈ B and qj3 ∈ A. Thus, the only possible placements are qj1, qj3 ∈ A
or qj1, q
j
3 ∈ B. 
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Fig. 9. Base gadget for 3NPM51SP.
Claim 3. The clause vertices qj2 and q
j
4 belong to the same part if, and only if, q
j
2, q
j
4 ∈ B.
Proof. Since qj2q
j
4 is a forbidden edge, q
j
2 and q
j
4 cannot belong both to C .
If qj2, q
j
4 ∈ A then variable vertices xi = lj2, xk = lj3 cannot belong to A ∪ C due to forced edges incident to qj2, qj4. Since
xixk is a forced edge, xi and xk cannot belong also to B. Thus, q
j
2, q
j
4 cannot belong to A. 
Claim 4. The clause vertices qj2 and q
j
4 belong to different parts if, and only if, q
j
2 ∈ A and qj4 ∈ C, or qj4 ∈ A and qj2 ∈ C.
Proof. By Claim 2, the clause vertices qj1, q
j
3 either belong both to part A or belong both to part B. If q
j
1, q
j
3 ∈ A, then qj2, qj4 ∈ B
due to the forced edges qj1q
j
2 and q
j
3q
j
4. Similarly, if q
j
1, q
j
3 ∈ B, then qj2, qj4 belongs to A ∪ C . However, by Claim 3, vertices qj1
and qj3 cannot belong at same time to A or to C . 
Let be qj = (lj1, lj2, lj3) a clause, such that xr = lj1, xs = lj2 and xt = lj3.
First we need to show that at least one of xr , xs, xt belongs to part B. Recall that xib6 is a forced edge, which implies that
no variable vertex belongs to part A. Now, suppose that xr , xs, xt all belong to part C . So, due to forced edges xrq
j
1, xrq
j
3, xsq
j
2
and xtq
j
4, the clause vertices q
j
1, q
j
2, q
j
3, q
j
4 belong to part B. However, q
j
1q
j
2, q
j
2q
j
3, q
j
3q
j
4, q
j
4q
j
1 are forced edges, contradicting B
is an independent set. Thus, xr , xs, xt cannot belong simultaneously to C , which implies that at least one of them belongs to
B.
Finally, we need to show that exactly only one of xr , xs, xt belongs to part B. Suppose xr ∈ B. So, the forced edges xrqj1, xrqj3
enforce that clause vertices qj1, q
j
3 do not belong to B, which implies, by Claim 2, vertices q
j
1, q
j
3 belong to A, which in turn
implies that qj2, q
j
4 belong to B. Since q
j
2, q
j
4 ∈ B, variable vertices xs, xt cannot belong to part B. Thus, the clause qj is 1-in-3
satisfied. Now, suppose xs ∈ B. Since xsxt , xsqj2 are forced edges, then variable vertex xt and clause vertex qj2 do not belong
to part B. Variable vertex xt belongs to part C , which implies that clause vertex q
j
4 does not belong to A. Since q
j
2 6∈ A and
q4 6∈ B, by Claims 3 and 4, qj2 belongs to part C and qj4 belongs to A, which implies clause vertices qj1, qj3 belong to B, which
in turn implies variable vertex xr does not belongs to B. Thus, the clause qj is 1-in-3 satisfied. Analogously, if xt ∈ B then the
clause qj is 1-in-3 satisfied. 
Corollary 9. 3NPM51SP is NP-complete.
Proof. In the proof of Theorem 6, if for the constructed particular instance of 3NPM42SP there exists a sandwich graph
G = (V , E) such that G is M42, then there exists a sandwich graph G′ such that G′ = (V ′, E ′) is M51, by modifying the base
vertices and their relationship with the other vertices.
An M51-partition is obtained from an M42-partition by adding additional external constraints between parts B and C .
Given a solution of 3NPM42SP, any forbidden edge joining a B vertex to a C vertex violates this additional constraint. All such
edges are incident to a base vertex. See an example of G which is M42 in Fig. 8. We describe next how to modify the base
graph and the forbidden edges incident to the base vertices in order to obtain a suitable instance for 3NPM51. Please refer
to Fig. 9. The new base is obtained from the old one by removing vertex b7 and by swapping b4b5 to set E1. The forbidden
edges between b6 and clause vertices are removed. Please refer to Fig. 9.
Now, since there exist no more forbidden edges between B and C,G′ isM51.
Now, suppose thatwe have amodified sandwichM51 graphG′.We construct the 1-in-3 3-SAT satisfying truth assignment
by setting the variable xi as true if, and only if, the variable vertex xi ∈ B.
Suppose that x2, x3 ∈ B. By construction of instance, x2x3 is a forced edge, thus, since B is an independent set x2, x3 6∈ B,
which leads to a contradiction.
Suppose that x1, x2 ∈ B. Since x1qj1, x1qj3 are forced edges, qj1, qj3 6∈ B. Since x2qj2 is a forced edge, qj2 6∈ B. Since qj1qj3 is
forbidden edge, at least one of them belongs to A. Since qj1q
j
2, q
j
3q
j
2 are forced edges, vertex q
j
2 cannot belong to A∪ C , which
leads to a contradiction. Analogously, x1, x3 6∈ B.
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Fig. 10. Instance (V , E1, E3) obtained from satisfiable instance of 3-SAT: I = (X, C) = ({x1, x2, x3, x4, x5}, {(x1, x2, x3), (x2, x3, x4), (x4, x5, x1)}) for
3NPM51SP.
Fig. 11. M51-partition corresponding to truth assignment x2 = x5 = T .
Suppose, x1, x2, x3 ∈ C . Since qj1qj3 is a forbidden edge, this enforces qj1, qj3 belong to B, which enforces qj2, qj4 belong to
A. However, qj2x2, q
j
4x3 are forced edges, contradicting forbidden constraint between A and C . Thus, x1, x2, x3 cannot belong
simultaneously to C . 
Fig. 10 illustrates constructed instance of 3NPM51SP for clauses (x1, x2, x3), (x2, x3, x4), (x4, x5, x1), and Fig. 11 shows an
M51-partition for the example of Fig. 10.
Corollary 10. 3NPM60SP is NP-complete.
Proof. AnM60-partition is obtained from anM51-partition by adding an additional external constraint between parts A and
B. Given a solution of 3NPM51SP, any forbidden edge joining a A vertex to a B vertex violates this additional constraint.
In the proof of Corollary 9, if for the constructed particular instance of 3NPM51SP there exists a sandwich graphG = (V , E)
such that G isM51, then the additional constraint is never violated. 
Theorem 11. 3NPM43SP is NP-complete.
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Fig. 12. Base and clause gadgets for 3NPM43SP.
Fig. 13. Instance (V , E1, E3) obtained from satisfiable instance of 3-SAT: I = (X, C) = ({x1, x2, x3, x4, x5}, {(x1, x2, x3), (x2, x3, x4), (x4, x5, x1)}) for
3NPM43SP.
Proof. In order to reduce 1-in-3 3-SAT to 3NPM43SPweneed to construct in polynomial time aparticular instance (V , E1, E3)
of 3NPM43SP from a generic instance (X, C) of 1-in-3 3-SAT, such that C is 1-in-3 satisfiable if, and only if, (V , E1, E3) admits
a sandwich graph G = (V , E)which isM43.
First we describe the construction of a particular instance (V , E1, E3) of 3NPM43SP. The equivalence between the
existence of an 1-in-3 truth assignment of (X, C) and the existence of a graph G = (V , E) which is M43 satisfying E1 ⊆ E
and E ∩ E3 = ∅ can be obtained by two lemmas similar to Lemmas 7 and 8 used in the proof of Theorem 6. 
The vertex set V contains: base vertices bk, k = 1, . . . , 6; for each variable xi, i = 1, . . . , n, there exists a variable vertex
xi; for each clause qj = (lj1, lj2, lj3), j = 1, . . . , n, there exist the clause vertices qj1, qj2, qj3, qj4, qj5, qj6, qj7.
The forced edge set E1 contains: edges between base vertices b1b3, b1b4, b1b6, b2b3, b2b4, b2b5, b3b5, b3b6, b4b5, b4b6, b5b6;
edges between clause vertices qj1q
j
2, q
j
1q
j
5, q
j
1q
j
4, q
j
2q
j
3, q
j
2q
j
6, q
j
3q
j
4, q
j
3q
j
5, q
j
4q
j
7; edges between base vertices and variable vertices
xib1, for i = 1, . . . , n; edges between clause vertices and variable vertices, for each clause qj = (lj1, lj2, lj3): if lj1 = xi, then
x1q
j
1, x1q
j
3 are forced edges; if l
j
2 = xi, then xiqj2 is a forced edge; if lj3 = xi, then xiqj4 is a forced edge; if xi = lj2 and xk = lj3,
then xixk is a forced edge between variable vertices.
The forbidden edge set E3 contains: edges between base vertices b1b2, b1b5, b2b6, b3b4; edges between clause vertices
qj1q
j
3, q
j
2q
j
4; edges between base vertices and clause vertices b3q
j
1, b3q
j
3. edges between clause vertices and variable vertices,
for each clause qj = (lj1, lj2, lj3): if lj1 = xi, then xiqj5 is a forbidden edge; if lj2 = xi, then xiqj6 is a forbidden edge; if lj3 = xi, then
xiq
j
7 is a forbidden edge.
See Fig. 12(a) and (b), where solid edges are forced E1-edges and dashed edges are forbidden E3-edges. Note that all
E2 \ E1-edges are omitted. Fig. 13 illustrates a constructed instance for clauses (x1, x2, x3), (x2, x3, x4), (x4, x5, x1).
Fig. 14 shows aM43-partition for the example of Fig. 13.
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Fig. 14. M43-partition corresponding to truth assignment x2 = x5 = T .
Corollary 12. 3NPM49SP is NP-complete.
Proof. In the proof of Theorem 11, if for the constructed particular instance of 3NPM43SP there exists a sandwich graph
G = (V , E) such that G is M43, then there exists a sandwich graph G′ such that G′ = (V ′, E ′) is an M49, by modifying the
relationship between base vertices and clause vertices.
AnM49-partition is obtained from anM43-partition by adding additional external constraint between parts A and B. Given
a solution of 3NPM43SP, any forbidden edge joining a A vertex to a B vertex violates this additional constraint. All such edges
are incident to the base vertex b3. See example of G admitting anM43-partition in Fig. 14. We describe next how to modify
the forbidden edges incident to the base vertices in order to obtain a suitable instance for 3NPM43SP. All forbidden edges
joining b3 and clause vertices are removed.
Now, since there exist no more forbidden edges between A and B,G′ isM49.
Now, suppose thatwe have amodified sandwichM49 graphG′.We construct the 1-in-3 3-SAT satisfying truth assignment
by setting the variable xi as true if, and only if, the variable vertex xi ∈ B.
Suppose that x2, x3 ∈ B. By construction of instance, x2x3 is a forced edge, thus, since B is an independent set x2, x3 6∈ B,
a contradiction.
Suppose that x1, x2 ∈ B. Since x1qj1, x1qj3 are forced edges, qj1, qj3 6∈ B. Since x2qj2 is a forced edge, qj2 6∈ B. Since qj2qj4 is a
forbidden edge, qj4 6∈ B and at least one of qj2, qj4 belongs to A. Since qj1qj3 is forbidden edge, at least one of them belongs to A.
Without loss of generality, suppose qj1, q
j
2 ∈ A. Since qj1qj2 is a forced edge, this contradicts that A is an independent set.
So x2, x3 6∈ B. Analogously, x1, x3 6∈ B.
Suppose, x1, x2, x3 ∈ C . This enforces qj5, qj6, qj7 ∈ A, which enforces qj1, qj2, qj3, qj4 ∈ B. However, qj1qj2, qj2qj3, qj3qj4, qj4qj1
are forced edges, contradicting B is an independent set. Thus, x1, x2, x3 cannot belong simultaneously to C . 
Theorem 13. 3NPM14SP is NP-complete.
Proof. In order to reduce 1-in-3 3-SAT to 3NPM14SPweneed to construct in polynomial time aparticular instance (V , E1, E3)
of 3NPM14SP from a generic instance (X, C) of 1-in-3 3-SAT, such that C is 1-in-3 satisfiable if, and only if, (V , E1, E3) admits
a sandwich graph G = (V , E)which isM14.
First we describe the construction of a particular instance (V , E1, E3) of 3NPM14SP; second we prove in Lemma 14 that
every 1-in-3 truth assignment for (X, C) defines a graph G = (V , E) which is M14 satisfying E1 ⊆ E and E ∩ E3 = ∅; third
we prove in Lemma 15 that every G = (V , E) satisfying E1 ⊆ E and E ∩ E3 = ∅ and such that G isM14 defines a 1-in-3 truth
assignment for (X, C). These steps are explained in detail below. 
The vertex set V contains: base vertices bk, k = 1, . . . , 5; for each variable xi, i = 1, . . . , n, there exists a variable vertex
xi; for each clause qj = (ljp, ljr , ljs), j = 1, . . . ,m, corresponding to vertices xp, xr , xs, there exists the clause vertices qjp, qjr , qjs.
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Fig. 15. Base and clause gadgets for 3NPM14SP.
Fig. 16. Type 1 and type 2 clause relationship gadgets for 3NPM14SP.
The forced edge set E1 contains: edges between base vertices b1b2, b2b3, b3b4, b4b5, b5b1; edges between clause vertices
qjpq
j
r , q
j
rq
j
s, q
j
sq
j
p; edges between variable vertices as follows: if xr , xs belong to the same clause, then xrxs is a forced edge;
edges between variable vertices and clause vertices: if the variable xi = ljp, then xiqjr , xiqjs, where qjr , qjs are the other clause
vertices of clause qj, are forced edges.
The forbidden edge set E3 contains: edges between base vertices: b1b3, b3b5, b5b2, b2b4, b4b1; edges between base
vertices and clause vertices: biq
j
p, biq
j
r , biq
j
s, for each clause qj, and i = 1, . . . , 5; edges between variable vertices and clause
vertices: if the variable xi ∈ qj, then xiqji is a forbidden edge.
See Fig. 15(a), and (b), where solid edges are forced E1-edges and dashed edges are forbidden E3-edges. Note that
all E2 \ E1-edges are omitted. Fig. 15(a) illustrates the relationship between the base vertices. Fig. 15(b) illustrates the
relationship between the clause vertices and the variable vertices.
For each four vertices xr , xs, xt , xz , if there exists at least one vertex xp forming the clauses qj = (xp, xr , xs) and
ql = (xp, xt , xz), there exists a gadget Drstz of auxiliary vertices as follows: Drstz = {dszrt , dstrz, drzst , drtsz, drstz}; forced edges:
dszrt d
st
rz , d
st
rzd
rt
sz , d
sz
rt d
rz
st , d
rz
std
rt
sz , xrdrstz , xsdrstz , xtdrstz , xzdrstz ; forbidden edges: xrd
sz
rt , xrd
st
rz , xsd
rz
st , xsd
rt
sz , xtd
sz
rt , xtd
rz
st , xzd
st
rz , xzd
rt
sz , d
sz
rt drstz ,
dstrzdrstz , d
rz
stdrstz , d
rt
szdrstz , drstzb1, drstzb2, drstzb3, drstzb4, drstzb5. Call this construction as type 1 clause relationship gadget.
For each pair of vertices xs, xt , such that there exist at least two vertices xp, xr forming the clauses qj = (xp, xr , xs)
and ql = (xp, xr , xt), then there exists a gadget Ust of auxiliary vertices as follows: Ust = {uts, ust , ust}; forced edges:
utsu
s
t , xsust , xtust ; forbidden edges: xsu
t
s , xsu
s
t , xtu
t
s , xtu
s
tu
t
sust , u
s
tust , ustb1, ustb2, ustb3, ustb4, ustb5. Call this construction as
type 2 clause relationship gadget.
Fig. 16 illustrates those two gadgets.
Lemma 14. If there exists a 1-in-3 3-SAT truth assignment, then there exists a sandwich graph G, such that G is M14.
Proof. Suppose there exists an 1-in-3 3-SAT satisfying truth assignment. We place the vertices of the constructed particular
instance into parts A, B, C as follows. The base vertices are placed into part C . If xi is a true variable, then place vertex xi into
part B. If xi is a false variable, then place vertex xi into part C . Let qj = (ljp, ljr , ljs) be a clause, and xi = ljr be its true variable.
Place qjr into A and q
j
p, q
j
s into C . Now place auxiliary vertices of Drstz as follows. If xs, xz ∈ C and xr , xt ∈ B, then place dszrt into
B, drstz, dstrz, d
rz
st into A and d
rt
sz into C . If Xr , xs, xt , xz ∈ C , then place dszrt , drstz, dstrz, drzst , drtsz into C . Now place auxiliary vertices
of Ust as follows. If xs, xt ∈ B, then place uts into B and ust , urt and A. If xs, xt ∈ C , then uts, ust , ust ∈ C .
Now, we need to show that A and B induce two independent sets in G1 and that there exists no forbidden edge joining
parts B and C .
Only variable vertices xi, and clause relationship vertices dil and ui (for simplicity, we omit the superscripts) can belong to
B. Since we have an 1-in-3 3-SAT satisfying truth assignment, for each clause, exactly one variable vertex is in B. Thus there
exist no forced edges between variable vertex in B. For each gadget Drstz , only one vertex dil can belong to B. For each set Ust ,
only one vertex ui can belong to B. Since there exist no forced edges between different type 1 clause relationship vertices,
type 2 clause relationship vertices, part B contains no forced edge, so B induces an independent set in G1.
Only clause vertices qji, and clause relationship vertices can belong to A. For each clause, only one vertex q
j
i belongs to A.
For each gadgetDrstz , only vertex drstz and its forbidden neighbors dstrz, d
rz
st can belong to A. However d
st
rzd
rz
st is an optional edge.
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For each set Ust , only vertex ust and its forbidden neighbor uts can belong to A. Since there exist no forced edges between
different type 1 clause relationship vertices, type 2 clause relationship vertices, part A contains no forced edge, so A induces
an independent set in G1.
The only possible forbidden edge joining parts B and C are xidil, xiui and xiul. However, if xi ∈ B then dil, ui belong to B
and ul belong to A, or the symmetric ul ∈ B and ui ∈ A, and if xi ∈ C , then for dil ∈ A ∪ C and ui, ul ∈ C .
We obtain the graph sandwich G admitting aM14-partition by adding all optional edges between the parts B and C . 
Lemma 15. If there exists a sandwich graph G admitting an M14-partition, then there exists an 1-in-3 3-SAT (without negative
literals) truth assignment.
Proof. Suppose there exists a sandwich graph G = (V , E) such that G is M14. Let (A, B, C) be the M14-partition, where the
external forced constraint is placed between parts B and C .
We construct an 1-in-3 3-SAT truth assignment as follows: variable xi is true if, and only if, variable vertex xi ∈ B.
Since B is an independent set, in order to show that this truth assignment is 1-in-3 satisfying, it is enough to show that
for each clause some variable vertex corresponding to one of its literals belongs to B.
By construction of the 3NPM14SP instance,we can infer some properties of part B. The first property determines that some
vertices never can belong to B. Without loss of generality, suppose b1 ∈ B. So, b3, b4 6∈ C . Since b3b4 is a forced edge, without
loss of generality, suppose b3 ∈ B and b4 ∈ A. Now, b5 cannot belong to B, due to forced edge b1b5, cannot belong to A, due
to forced edge b4b5, and cannot belong to C , due to forbidden edge b3b5. So b1 cannot belong to B. Similarly, b2, b3, b4, b5
cannot belong to B. Moreover, since the maximum independent set of the base vertices has size 2, at most two base vertices
can belong to A, which implies there always exists some base vertex in C , which in turn implies that no clause vertex qjr ,
auxiliary vertices drstz or ust vertices can either belong to B.
Recall that the problem is nonempty part, so there must exist some vertex v in B. By the first property, only variable
vertices, d vertices and u vertices can belong to B.
The second property ensures that there exists always some variable vertex in B. Let v ∈ B. If v is a variable vertex, the
property is valid. If v is a vertex drzst , then, by Claim 5, vertices xs, xt belong to B. If v is a vertex ust , then, by Claim 6, xs, xt
belong to B. So, we always have at least one variable vertex in B.
Claim 5. If dszrt ∈ Drstz \ {drstz} belongs to part B, then xr , xt ∈ B, drstz, dstrz, drzst ∈ A and drtsz, xs, xz ∈ C.
Proof. Without loss of generality, suppose dszrt ∈ B. This implies drstz, xr , xt do not belong to C . Since drstz has forbidden edges
to the base vertices, drstz cannot belong to B. Thus drstz belong to A. Since drstz ∈ A, xr , xt cannot belong to A due to forced
edges to drstz , so xr , xt belong to B. This implies dstrz, d
rz
st do not belong to C . However, d
st
rz, d
rz
st do not belong to B due to forced
edges incident to dszrt ∈ B. So, dstrz, drzst belong to A. The remaining vertices drtsz, xs, xz cannot belong to A ∪ B due to forced
neighbors belonging to B and A. Thus, drtsz, xs, xz belong to C . In short, d
sz
rt ∈ B implies vertices xr , xt belong to B and vertices
xs, xz belong to C . Analogously, dstrz ∈ B implies vertices xr , xz belong to B and vertices xs, xt belong to C . drzst ∈ B implies
vertices xs, xt belong to B and vertices xr , xz belong to C . drtsz ∈ B implies vertices xs, xz belong to B and vertices xr , xt belong
to C . 
Claim 6. If uts ∈ Ust \ {ust} belongs to part B, then xs, xt ∈ B and ust , ust ∈ A.
Proof. Without loss of generality, suppose uts ∈ B. This implies ust , xs, xt do not belong to C . Since ust has forbidden edges
to the base vertices, ust cannot belong to B. Thus ust belongs to A. Since ust ∈ A, xs, xt cannot belong to A due to forced edges
to ust , so xs, xt belong to B. Finally, vertex ust belongs to A due to forbidden neighbors xs, xt ∈ B and forced neighbor ust ∈ B.
We obtain similar result if we start with uts ∈ B. 
Finally, consider a variable vertex xp ∈ B. Clearly all clauses containing xp are satisfied. We need to prove that all clauses
ql = {qli, qlt , qlz} not containing xp are also satisfied. For this, we distinguish three cases. Case 1: xp and xi belong to the same
clause, xp and xt do not belong to the same clause, xp and xz do not belong to the same clause. So, by type 1 of gadget, xp has
the forbidden neighbors dpt and dpz . Since xp ∈ B, then dpt , dpz 6∈ C . However, both vertices cannot both belong to B or A,
due to forced edge dptdpz . Thus, exactly one of them belongs to B. By Claim 5, this implies that either xt or xz belongs also to
B. This enforces ql to be satisfied. Case 2: xp, xi and xt belong to the same clause, but not xz . So, by type 2 gadget, xp has the
forbidden neighbors uzp and u
p
z . Since xp ∈ B, then uzp, upz 6∈ C . However, both vertices cannot belong together to B or A, due to
forced edge uiuz . Thus, exactly one of them belongs to B. By Claim 6, this implies that xz also belongs to B. This enforces ql to
be satisfied. Case 3: None of the variables of ql share a clause with xp. Recall that the 1-in-3 3-SAT is connected. This implies
that there always exists a clause path between some qj containing xp and ql. So, by applying Cases 1 and 2 to vertices of the
clauses in the path, we can reach ql. As a result, all clauses of the path are satisfied. 
Fig. 17 illustrates a constructed particular instance for clauses (x1, x2, x3), (x2, x3, x4), (x4, x5, x1).
Theorem 16. 3NPM20SP is NP-complete.
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Fig. 17. Instance (V , E1, E3) obtained from satisfiable instance of 3-SAT: I = (X, C) = ({x1, x2, x3, x4, x5}, {(x1, x2, x3), (x2, x3, x4), (x4, x5, x1)}) for
3NPM14SP without base gadget.
Fig. 18. Clause gadget for 3NPM20SP.
Proof. In order to reduce 1-in-3 3-SAT to 3NPM20SPweneed to construct in polynomial time aparticular instance (V , E1, E3)
of 3NPM20SP from a generic instance (X, C) of 1-in-3 3-SAT, such that C is 1-in-3 satisfiable if, and only if, (V , E1, E3) admits
a sandwich graph G = (V , E)which admits aM20-partition.
First we describe the construction of a particular instance (V , E1, E3) of 3NPM20SP. The equivalence between the
existence of an 1-in-3 truth assignment of (X, C) and the existence of a graph G = (V , E) which is M20 satisfying E1 ⊆ E
and E ∩ E3 = ∅ can be obtained by two lemmas similar to Lemmas 14 and 15 used in the proof of Theorem 13. 
The vertex set V contains: base vertices bk, k = 1, . . . , 5; for each variable xi, i = 1, . . . , n, there exists a variable vertex
xi; for each clause qj = (qjp, qjr , qjs), j = 1, . . . ,m, corresponding to vertices xp, xr , xs, there exist the clause vertices qjp, qjr , qjs
and q′jp, q′jr , q′js .
The forced edge set E1 contains: edges between base vertices b1b2, b2b3, b3b4, b4b5, b5b1; edges between clause vertices
q′jpq′jr , q′jr q′js , q′js q′jp, qjpq′jp, qjrq′jr , qjsq′js ; edges between base vertices and clause vertices: bpq′js , for each clause j, s = 1, . . . , 3, and
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Fig. 19. Type 1 and type 2 clause relationship gadgets for 3NPM20SP.
Fig. 20. Instance (V , E1, E3) obtained from satisfiable instance of 3-SAT: I = (X, C) = ({x1, x2, x3, x4, x5}, {(x1, x2, x3), (x2, x3, x4), (x4, x5, x1)}) for
3NPM20SP without base gadget.
p = 1, . . . , 5; edges between base vertices and variable vertices xibk, for k = 1, . . . , 5; edges between variable vertices as
follows: if xr , xs belong to the same clause, then xrxs is a forced edge.
The forbidden edge set E3 contains: edges between base vertices b1b3, b3b5, b5b2, b2b4, b4b1; edges between clause
vertices qjpq
j
r , q
j
rq
j
s, q
j
sq
j
p; edges between base vertices and clause vertices: bkq
j
p, bkq
j
r , bkq
j
r , for each clause j, and j = 1, . . . , 5;
edges between variable vertices and clause vertices: if the variable xi ∈ qj, then xiqji, xiq′ji are forbidden edges.
Base gadget for 3NPM20SP has the same relationship between the base vertices of 15(a). Fig. 18 illustrates the relationship
between the clause vertices and the variable vertices.
For each four vertices xr , xs, xt , xz , such that there exist at least one vertex xp forming the clauses qj = (xp, xr , xs) and
ql = (xp, xt , xz), then there exists a gadget Drstz of auxiliary vertices as follows: Drstz = {dszrt , dstrz, drzst , drtsz, dzstr , dtszr , dzrts , dtrzs}
forced edges: dszrt d
st
rz , d
rz
std
rt
sz , d
zs
trd
zr
ts , d
ts
zrd
tr
zs, d
sz
rt d
zr
ts , d
rz
std
zs
tr , d
st
rzd
tr
zs, d
rt
szd
ts
zr , d
st
rzd
zs
tr , d
rt
szd
zr
ts , d
sz
rt d
ts
zr , d
rz
std
tr
zs; forbidden edges: d
sz
rt d
zs
tr , d
rz
std
zr
ts ,
dstrzd
ts
zr , d
rt
szd
tr
zs, xrd
sz
rt , xrd
st
rz , xsd
rz
st , xsd
rt
sz , xtd
zs
tr , xtd
zr
ts , xzd
ts
zr , xzd
tr
zs. Call this construction as type 1 clause relationship gadget.
For each pair of vertices xs, xt , such that there exist at least two vertices xp, xr forming the clauses qj = (xp, xr , xs)
and ql = (xp, xr , xt), there exists a set Ust of auxiliary vertices as follows: Ust = ust forced edges: ustb1; forbidden edges:
ustxs, ustxt . Call this construction as type 2 clause relationship gadget.
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Fig. 19 illustrates those two constructions, and Fig. 20 illustrates a constructed instance for clauses (x1, x2, x3), (x2, x3, x4),
(x4, x5, x1).
4. Concluding remarks
The polynomial dichotomy into polynomial time and NP-complete for graph partition problems has been much
studied [2,8,10,12,1,15]. The partition into four parts is specially interesting: there remains a stubborn unsolved problem for
the list case [2], and a stubborn unsolved problem for the nonempty part case [8]. The goal of the present paper was twofold:
to determine a new class of graph partition problems for which the polynomial dichotomy is complete and to develop new
tools which will hopefully help the possibly harder larger dimension cases.
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